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http://modest.lancs.ac.uk

Also available as       package modest (Pallmann & Wan 2017)
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Bayesian decision procedure
1) Logistic model
2) Priors
3) Gain function
4) Escalation and 

stopping rules



1) Logistic regression model

log odds intercept slope



2) Priors for dose-toxicity model

Difficult: priors for β0 and β1
Less difficult: priors for two doses

1. assume probability PA of a DLT at dose A,
“worth” xA pseudo-observations

2. assume probability PB of a DLT at dose B,
“worth” xB pseudo-observations

Example: assume 5% DLTs at 1.5 mg/kg and 50% 
DLTs at 10 mg/kg, each “worth” 3 observations



3) Gain function

Which dose to recommend for the next cohort?

Patient gain: choose the dose currently thought to be 
closest to the target toxicity level
 optimal from a patient’s perspective

Variance gain: choose the dose that will likely maximise 
the learning about the dose-toxicity relationship
 optimal from an investigator’s perspective



4) Escalation and stopping rules

When escalating:
• always start at the lowest dose
• do not skip over any doses when escalating
• do not escalate upon observing a toxicity in the current cohort

Recommend stopping when:
• the maximum number of patients has been reached
• a pre-defined maximum number of consecutive patients have 

received the same dose
• a sufficiently accurate estimate of the MTD has been obtained
• no dose among those in the pre-specified set is deemed safe



Quercetin data example

Phase I dose-escalation study 
in cancer patients suffering 
from a variety of forms of solid 
tumour no longer amenable to 
standard therapies (Ferry et al. 1996)

• 9 dose levels
• max. 18 cohorts of size 3
• 20% risk of renal toxicity 

(WHO grade ≥ 2) acceptable
• aim: find MTD
• 3+3 design (kind of)
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